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Today's topicsToday's topics

1. Phylogenomics introduc�on 

2. The coalescent and why we do phylogenomics 

3. Coalescent simula�on (exercise) 

4. Subsampling methods: anchored hybrid enrichment 

5. Subsampling methods: RAD-seq (exercise)
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Phylogenomic samplingPhylogenomic sampling

Characterize evolu�onary history from a subset of sampled genomes (individuals).

few genes across many taxa many genes across few taxa
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Phylogenomic samplingPhylogenomic sampling

Characterize whole genomes from a subset of sequenced markers.

Full genome

Shotgun reads

Assembly

Full genome

RADseq reads

Assembly
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Genealogical varia�onGenealogical varia�on

It is important to examine evolu�onary history across the en�re genome.
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Historical introgression/admixtureHistorical introgression/admixture

It is important to examine evolu�onary history across the en�re genome.
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The CoalescentThe Coalescent

A model that describes the expected wai�ng �me un�l two or more samples share a
most recent common ancestor. The distribu�on of coalescent �mes within a
popula�on, or between popula�ons, provides informa�on about their history. 

There are many genealogical histories that could possibly explain the gene�c
relatedness of a set of samples. We cannot observe the genalogies directly, only the
sequence data that evolved on those genealogies. 

Coalescent simula�ons provide a means to ask: "can the gene�c varia�on that I
observe in my samples be explained by neutral evolu�onary processes?"
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Popula�on parameters (Ne)Popula�on parameters (Ne)

The effec�ve popula�on size (Ne) of a popula�on describes the probability that two
samples share a common ancestor in the previous genera�on. This parameter does
not translate directly to the actual popula�on size, though they are likely correlated.
Other factors like non-random ma�ng and popula�on structure also affect Ne.
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Single popula�on modelSingle popula�on model

If we assume that a popula�on is randomly ma�ng (panmic�c) and neutrally evolving
then the expected wai�ng �me un�l n samples coalesce can be modeled en�rely by
Ne. 

Because n samples can share many possible genealogical histories (remember how
big tree space is), and their genealogical rela�onships are expected to vary across
their genomes (recombina�on makes different regions independent of others), we
expect to observe a large varia�on in genealogical histories when examining many
loci for n samples. 

The coalescent model treats genealogies as a random varaible. We are interested in
the expected distribu�on of varia�on when integra�ng over many genealogies.
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Mul�ple popula�on (structured) coalescentMul�ple popula�on (structured) coalescent

When modeling mul�ple popula�ons a "species tree" topology (e.g., "Species Tree")
defines when different samples or their ancestors are able to share a parent in a
previous genera�on. 

To predict the expected gene�c similarity of samples in a structured coalescent
model requires es�ma�ng Ne for each lineage as well as T, the divergence �me of
the popula�ons. 

Modern phylogene�c inference methods are based on the mul�species coalescent
model which calculates the likelihood of observed gene�c data given a set of
parameters: Ne, T, and a topology. Searching over many topologies and many
parameters can iden�fy a best species tree model that explains varia�on among
genealogies.
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Coalescent ExerciseCoalescent Exercise

Link to notebook 13.1 (MSC)
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https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/genomics-course/2020-phylogenomics/master?filepath=nb-13.1-MSC.ipynb
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Rokas et al.: DiscussionRokas et al.: Discussion

- What type of sequence data did they use?
- Is this a shallow or deep phylogene�c ques�on?

- Why is there so much varia�on among gene trees?
- What is their recommended solu�on (in 2002)?

- Is this s�ll a recommended method?

- Would sampling more data help infer a be�er tree?
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McCormack et al.: DiscussionMcCormack et al.: Discussion

- What type of sequence data did they use?
- Is this a shallow or deep phylogene�c ques�on?

- Is there agreement among the gene trees?
- Is their species tree highly supported?

- Would sampling more data help infer a be�er tree?
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Phylogenomic inference methodsPhylogenomic inference methods
Locus 1 Locus 2 Locus 3 Locus 4 Locus 5

complete 
species-level
sampling

...............

1. concatenation 2. two-step inference 3. quartets joining (SNPs+SVD)
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Challenges: missing dataChallenges: missing data
Locus 1 Locus 2 Locus 3 Locus 4 Locus 5

complete 
species-level
sampling

...............

1. concatenation 2. two-step inference 3. quartets joining (SNPs+SVD)
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Preparing Genomic LibrariesPreparing Genomic Libraries

Wet lab techniques for taking extracted DNA and liga�ng synethesized nucleo�des
to it to prepare it for a sequencing machine. 

Adapter sequences are oligonucleo�des with a sequence that binds to some feature
of the sequencing machine. 

Barcodes/Indices are unique molecular iden�fiers that can be ligated (a�ached) to
DNA fragments so that they can be pooled for sequencing and later assigned to
different samples based on the barcode (demul�plexed).
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Targeted Hybrid Enrichment MethodsTargeted Hybrid Enrichment Methods

Methods for subsampling the genome to select par�cular regions for sequencing.
Requires a priori knowledge about sequence at the regions of interest. 

Design and order synethesized RNA baits that will bind to target DNA region. These
baits are ligated to magne�c beads that allow them to be pulled out of solu�on with
powerful magnets. This will enrich the DNA sample for the targeted regions. 

Shotgun sequence the enriched library and assemble reads into con�gs overlapping
the targeted region.
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Exome sequencing (WES)Exome sequencing (WES)

The exome is composed of all of the exons within the genome. It is different from
the transcriptome, which contains all RNA transcribed in a cell. The transcriptome
will vary among different cell types whereas the exome does not.

Targeted exome sequencing uses hybrid target capture to enrich a DNA extrac�on
for coding regions before shotgun sequencing. It requires a priori knowledge of the
gene sequences. 

Whole Exome Sequencing is mostly used in human biomedical research, and model
organism research, since designing an array or probe set for one species requires a
high quality reference genome and is costly (i.e., needs to be used many �mes to
recoup costs).
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Anchored hybrid enrichment methodsAnchored hybrid enrichment methods

For phylogenomic analyses we typically do not need the whole exome, and instead
design baits for just a subset of exons. In par�cular, exons that are highly conserved
and occur as a single copy (not duplicated). RNA baits can be designed for many
closely related taxa based on one or more closely related genomes. If the samples
differ too much from the taxon used for bait design you end up with missing data.
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Ultraconserved ElementsUltraconserved Elements

Some genomic regions have been iden�fied that are very very highly conserved
among even very divergent taxa (e.g., all birds or all mammals). Some�mes these
regions have unknown func�ons, some are related to important developmental
genes. 

Baits have been designed that target these UCE regions and extend away from them
for several hundred base pairs. The center has almost no varia�on but on the ends of
con�gs more varia�on is detected. 

Whereas it is o�en very hard to align orthologous regions among very distantly
related species, UCEs seem to work well for obtaining many hundreds or thousands
of orthologs.
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RAD-seqRAD-seq

Subsample many thousands of regions across the genome without need to design
baits. Fast and efficient subsampling method. 

Ini�ally used for associa�on mapping, and gene�c maps, where sparsely spaced
markers are sufficient to iden�fy ancestry rela�ve to parents. 

But because it is easy to generate thousands of markers it also became popular for
popula�on gene�c and phylogene�c analyses.
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Drawbacks of RAD-seqDrawbacks of RAD-seq

- Distantly related samples will not share the same restric�on recogni�on sites (e.g.,
they accumulate muta�ons) and so it is characterized by a lot of missing data

- For organisms with small genomes it is increasingly affordable for many types of
ques�ons to simply shotgun sequence the whole genome.
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In Silico Genomic Library Prepara�on ExerciseIn Silico Genomic Library Prepara�on Exercise

Link to notebook 13.2
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https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/genomics-course/2020-phylogenomics/master?filepath=nb-13.2-RAD-short.ipynb

